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XK3190-D2+ SERIES maintenance introduction 

Example 1 Problem phenomenon: The indicator breaks down, no display and buzzes 
for long   
 
Repair steps: First examine the restoration circuit and get the 9th pin voltage of the 80C31 is 
4.82V, check the 810 chip and it is destroyed, replace the 810 ,the moo disappear but it does 
not display yet. It could know by the substitute method that the components on the display are 
destroyed. Examine the input and output of the 74HC244 on the display board but the 11th pin 
of the 74HC273 does not have waveform then it could estimate the 74HC138 is destroyed, 
replace that the indicator can work normally. 
 
Example 2 Problem phenomenon: Indicator shows “Er06” 
 
Repair steps: having tested 15V on A/D board is normal working, but output of pin 6 of 
U02/U03(OP177) exceeds 10V, while normal output value is round 7.5V, then replace 2piece 
OP177 and output of pin 6 will recover to the normal at round 7.5V. “Er06” disappeared after 
re-electrified, weighing begins after calibration finished. 
 
Example 3 Problem phenomenon: Indicator drift 
 
Repair steps: C01(2200uf/35V electrolytic condenser) was burst after test, 7815 input and 
output voltage is round 20V. tested when powered off that 7815 was breakdown. Replace C01 
electrolytic condenser and 7815 and re-calibrate it, indicator works well. Indicator has no drift 
after 24hours aging from high and low temperatures. 
 
Example 4 Problem phenomenon: Indicator ZERO unstable 
 
Repair steps: pat the indicator when on work, show value is jumping back and forth round 
ZERO. In test, we found the load cell interface (RS232-9P) was eroded obviously. The trouble 
disappears after we changed a new Rs232-9P and the cable line. 
 
Example 5 Problem phenomenon: Indicator doesn’t do the work of self-inspecting, data 
lost when power off 
 
Repair steps: indicator data is protected when power off by 3.6V battery, having tested that the 
voltage of 3.6V battery is at about 1.5V, substitute a new battery and re-set the time as well as 
other parameter, then, re-electrify the indicator after power off, it works. 
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The full manual can be found at http://the-checkout-tech.com/estore/catalog/ 

 

We also offer free downloads, a free keyboard layout designer, cable diagrams, free help and 
support. 
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